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Abstract 

A liquid marble is a liquid droplet coated usually with hydrophobic particles that can hold a 

very small liquid volume without wetting the adjacent surface. This combination gives rise to 

a set of unique properties such as resistance to contamination, low-friction mobility and flexible 

manipulation, making them appealing for a myriad of engineering applications including 

miniature reactors, gas sensing and drug delivery. Despite numerous experimental studies, 

numerical modelling investigations of liquid marbles are currently underrepresented in the 

literature, although such investigations can lead to a better understanding of their overall 

behaviour while overcoming the use of cost- and time-intensive experimental-only procedures. 

This paper therefore evaluates the capabilities of three well-established and widely-used 

particle-based numerical frameworks, namely Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)-based 

approaches, Coarse-Grained (CG)-based approaches and Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)-

based approaches, to investigate liquid-marble properties and their key applications. Through 

a comprehensive review of recent advancements, it reveals that these numerical approaches 

demonstrate promising capabilities of simulating complex multiphysical phenomena involved 

with liquid-marble systems such as their floatation, coalescence and surface-tension-surface-

area relationship. The paper further elaborates on the perspective that benefiting from particle-

based numerical and computational techniques, liquid marbles can become an even more 

effective and exciting platform for many cutting-edge large-scale engineering applications. 
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1. Introduction 

Liquid marbles are liquid droplets coated with micro/nanoparticles that are usually 

hydrophobic, although certain types of hydrophilic particles, such as graphite and carbon black, 

can also be used for this purpose (Fig. 1) [1-4]. They demonstrate unique characteristics such 

as soft flexible-and-elastic properties (i.e., micro elastofluidics [5]), ability to contain small 

liquid volumes without wetting surfaces, resistance to contamination and low friction. Since 

the initial work reported by Aussillous and Quéré [6], the research on liquid marbles have been 

mostly based on experimental approaches. The rapid development of micro total analysis 

systems (µTAS) or ‘Lab on a Chip’ (LOC) makes the handling of micro volumes of fluids 

through digital microfluidic technologies critical for the development of fast processes with 

small amounts of reagent and low contamination [7]. These technologies use droplets to 

transport and mix small volumes of fluids as required. However, due to the unique properties 

of liquid marbles associated with digital micro elastofluidics [5], liquid-marble-based 

microfluidics has become an attractive alternative to conventional droplet-based digital 

microfluidics [7]. As such, the interest in liquid marbles in µTAS has been growing 

exponentially with innovative applications being demonstrated [4, 8-11]. 

 

Fig. 1 Components of a liquid marble and the various spatial scales involved. 

Magnetic liquid marbles, for example, have demonstrated their potential in biomedical 

applications and drug delivery [9] as an alternative to conventional discrete microfluidic 

systems. These magnetic liquid marbles are formed by rolling water droplets on a 

superhydrophobic magnetic powder such as iron oxide (Fe3O4) which forms the marble shell. 

Magnetic liquid marbles have proven to be highly responsive to external magnetic fields while 

being able to be opened and closed reversibly using external magnetic forces [12]. This feature 
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has made them an attractive option for carrying precise amounts of sample through confined 

and convoluted spaces with respect to biological, chemical and physical applications.  

Other applications of liquid marbles include gas sensing [11], carbon dioxide (CO2) capturing 

[13], pH sensing [8] and pollution detection [14]. In gas sensing applications, the permeable 

nature of the liquid marble shell allows the external gas to come in contact and react with the 

liquid, which in turn changes its colour corresponding to the gas concentration. For pH sensing, 

the variation of pH affects the integrity and stability of the marble shell, leading to sudden 

disintegration of the marble at low pH values. Light and heat have also been used to break the 

shell and release marble content, making such manipulation systems potentially suitable for 

drug delivery applications. However, these manipulation mechanisms through pH, gases, 

radiation and magnetic forces have so far been investigated purely experimentally.  

Furthermore, liquid marbles have been used as miniature reactors and micro-bioreactors [10], 

with great potential to grow cells and create controlled micro-environments. The concept is 

also known as ‘lab in a marble’ [15]. Further to this hypothesis, composite liquid marbles 

consisting of two immiscible concentric liquids [16] and water droplets stabilised by another 

liquid-particle outer layer [17, 18] have recently been reported. With such applications reported 

in the literature so far, experiments have focused mainly on understanding the material 

properties and marble behaviour under different circumstances. For example, effective surface 

tension of liquid marbles has been determined from experimental data [9, 19]. In these 

experiments, the effective surface tension has been found to be lower than that of pure water, 

mainly due to the presence of solid particles at the liquid-air interface [12]. One of the 

challenges faced in the experimental context is the difficulty in determining the relationship 

between surface area and effective surface tension accurately [20]. The shapes of liquid 

marbles have also been investigated experimentally. Marbles with radii less than the capillary 

length exhibits quasi-spherical shapes as the gravitational force is negligible compared to the 

surface tension force [9]. Here, the capillary length (𝑘−1) is defined as, 

𝑘−1 = √
𝜎

𝜌𝑔
 (1) 

where 𝜎 is the effective surface tension of the liquid marble, 𝜌 the density of the liquid and 𝑔 

the gravitational acceleration. As the volume of liquid marble increases, the gravitational force 

becomes gradually more dominant and it exhibits a puddle shape [21, 22].  
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The dynamics of liquid marbles can be characterised through dimensionless parameters such 

as Reynolds number 𝑅𝑒 =  𝜌𝑈𝐷ℎ 𝜇⁄ , Capillary number 𝐶𝑎 =  𝜇𝑈 𝜎⁄  and Weber number 

𝑊𝑒 =  𝜌𝑈2𝑅 𝜎⁄  (where 𝑈 is fluid velocity, 𝐷ℎ hydraulic diameter, 𝜇 dynamic viscosity and 𝑅 

radius of the undistorted marble). 𝑅𝑒 denotes the relative ratio of inertial and viscous effects, 

𝐶𝑎 the relative ratio of viscous and surface tension effects and 𝑊𝑒 the relative ratio of inertial 

and surface tension effects [23, 24]. Mainly owing to the very low velocities in liquid marble 

applications, 𝑅𝑒 tend to have relatively low values, usually on the order of 10−2 to 100  [25]. 

For example, in a dynamic deformational analysis of ferrofluid liquid marbles, Nguyen [24] 

have reported 𝑅𝑒 values in the range of 0.05 ≤ 𝑅𝑒 ≤ 1.12. Due to the significantly more 

influential effects of surface tension compared to viscous and inertial effects, the respective 

values of 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑊𝑒 tend to be relatively very low as well. In  the aforementioned dynamic 

deformational analysis of ferrofluid liquid marbles [24], 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑊𝑒 values on the order of 

10−4 and 10−5 have been reported, respectively. These value-ranges of 𝑅𝑒, 𝐶𝑎 and 𝑊𝑒 can 

generally be considered as representative for most liquid marble applications.  

The rolling motion of liquid marbles on different types of surfaces is different from that of pure 

water droplets [26]. The relatively less-adhesive nature of the marble shell can be given as a 

reason for this behaviour. The less-adhesive nature and the ability to exchange air across the 

porous shell enables liquid marbles to serve as an innovative platform for cell culture [27]. 

Associated with floatation, which increases internal mixing and reduces cell aggregation [10], 

it can be seen that such a platform could be easily manipulated based on the versatility and low 

motion-resistance. Liquid marbles have been compressed to test their mechanical robustness 

[28]. Size of the nanoparticles in the marble shell and the associated hydrophobic/hydrophilic 

nature have been reported as contributing factors for their robustness. Most of the 

aforementioned experimental studies have, so far, focused on material properties of a single 

liquid marble. A wide range of coating materials has been investigated, such as lycopodium, 

polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE or Teflon), polyethylene (PE), graphite and silica. Interested 

readers may refer to Cengiz and Erbil [22] for a detailed table of effective surface tensions and 

particle sizes and to Oliveira et al. [27] for details on interfacial characteristics of liquid 

marbles. 

Despite recent progress in this research area, many aspects of liquid marbles remain elusive. 

For instance, the surface area variation of a liquid marble with effective surface tension is 

difficult to be measured experimentally although a clearer understanding of this phenomenon 

would be pivotal towards their optimal manipulation [20]. On the other hand, a significant 
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knowledge gap exists on the variation of effective surface tension with parameters such as 

marble shell characteristics, capillary interaction and apparent contact angle [20, 29]. Although 

a number of experimental studies have been conducted on floating liquid marbles as well as 

their transport and trapping characteristics [15, 19, 30], there is still room for further insights. 

In addition, the coalescence and splitting processes of liquid marbles are still not well 

understood [7]. More insights into these processes would be crucial for applications related to 

chemical and biological assays [12, 31]. Furthermore, the three-dimensional (3-D) 

morphological behaviour of liquid marbles (e.g., wrinkling of the marble shell) under different 

circumstances could be further investigated while correlating to subsequent micromechanics 

[32]. The robustness and lifetime of liquid marbles have also been identified as critical 

parameters [3, 6] that could benefit from further investigation.  

New knowledge on these frontiers can help better design and implement the corresponding 

experimental procedures while leading to more effective and efficient real-world engineering 

applications. As such, it is necessary to develop innovative, rigorous, practical and large-scale 

approaches to efficiently comprehend and optimally manipulate liquid-marble characteristics 

[27]. In this context, numerical modelling is one of the effective tools that can be used to 

improve the existing understanding of liquid marbles, and to overcome the use of cost- and 

time-intensive experimental-only procedures. Such numerical approaches can contribute to 

more accurate predictions and deeper analyses of the dynamic behaviour of liquid marbles with 

greater convenience. This new knowledge is likely to inspire new experiments and lead to new 

discoveries in this sub-domain of engineering. Various existing numerical and computational 

approaches have the potential to be applied in modelling liquid-marble applications such as 

floating, coalescence, morphology and micromechanics as well as corresponding property 

correlations (e.g., surface area and surface tension). Numerical methods have already been 

applied in comparable contexts such as transport of red blood cells (RBCs) in capillaries [33] 

and micromechanics of plant cells [34-36]. It would be a tedious and inefficient task to classify 

the whole range of available numerical and computational approaches as some of these have 

already been reviewed in equivalent circumstances. Particle-based numerical methods for RBC 

modelling is an example [37]. Therefore, this paper investigates the scope of particle-based 

numerical methods applied to simulate equivalent deformable soft matter while discussing their 

strengths, limitations and future applications only in the context of liquid-marble modelling. In 

this background, the focus is on the following key applications of liquid marble systems to be 

modelled with particle-based numerical and computational methods.  
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• Floating liquid marbles – transport and trapping 

• Modelling effective surface tension of liquid marbles 

• Coalescence of liquid marbles 

• Morphology of the marble shell 

• 3-D numerical modelling of liquid marbles 

More specific information on these applications is discussed in the upcoming sections.  

This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 discusses recent developments of numerical 

modelling of liquid marbles and corresponding challenges. Section 3 consists of a detailed 

discussion on specific particle-based numerical modelling methods that demonstrate 

significant potential to simulate various characteristics of liquid marbles while highlighting 

their strengths and limitations under different circumstances. Section 4 evaluates the 

perspectives of utilising these numerical methods to simulate key applications of liquid 

marbles, followed by overall concluding remarks of the paper.  

2. Current developments in modelling liquid marbles and challenges 

2.1. Analytical modelling 

Analytical models were originally developed to predict specific morphological characteristics 

(e.g., height, radius etc.) of liquid marbles on solid substrates [38]. They  have been combined 

with experiments to characterise the morphological properties of liquid marbles [6, 19, 39]. 

The deformation behaviour of floating liquid marbles has been analytically described by Ooi 

et al. [19], while Wong et al. [39] have employed an analytical modelling approach to 

demonstrate that the floating behaviour of liquid marbles strongly depends on the interfacial 

tension of the marble shell. However, these models assume the interface of the floating liquid 

marble to be purely liquid while considering only one individual static marble. Furthermore, in 

analytical models developed by Jin et al. [15, 30] for the trapping of floating liquid marbles, 

the liquid marble has been approximated as a solid volume while disregarding the core liquid 

component. Thus, analytical approaches have limited capabilities and cannot be conveniently 

extended to model multiple liquid marbles and the associated complex multiphase phenomena. 

The development of numerical approaches for liquid marbles is therefore necessary to 

comprehensively simulate their true behaviour and advanced applications.  

2.2. Existing numerical modelling efforts 
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To the best of authors’ knowledge, despite numerous experimental and analytical models [6, 

19, 39], only a small number of numerical modelling investigations have been reported on 

liquid marbles [32, 40]. Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [40] have reported a preliminary two-

dimensional (2-D) model including a coating particle-layer and another layer of particles to 

represent the core liquid using coarse-grained (CG) modelling concepts (Fig. 2). That study 

focuses on the static behaviour and morphological changes of liquid marbles with different 

surface tensions. Furthermore, a magnetic force has been applied to the marble shell to 

demonstrate its ability to open and close the shell selectively [40] (Fig. 3 (a)). This model has 

also been used to establish stress-strain relationships of liquid marbles under compression [32] 

(Fig. 3 (b)).  

 

Fig. 2 Results of the existing 2-D CG-based preliminary numerical modelling investigations of liquid marbles 

where two particle layers represent the coating-particle layer (outer) and the core liquid (inner) [32, 40] 
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Fig. 3 (a) Simulation of opening and closing 2-D liquid marble model under a magnetic force-field [40] and (b) 

Validation of the compression model for various liquid marble volumes against experimental findings through 

stress-strain relationships [32]. Reprinted from [40], with the permission of AIP Publishing.  

This study has revealed that liquid marbles with smaller Bond numbers take spherical shapes 

while larger Bond numbers lead to puddle shapes (Fig. 2). The Bond number (𝐵𝑜) is calculated 

as, 

𝐵𝑜 =
𝜌𝑔𝑟0

2

𝜎
 (2) 

Where 𝑟0 is the equivalent radius of the liquid marble. Moreover, this numerical investigation 

examined dimensionless height ℎ∗ (= ℎ/𝑟0) and dimensionless radius of circular contact area 

𝑙𝑐
∗ (= 𝑙𝑐/𝑟0) of liquid marbles. Subsequent results have shown that, 

ℎ∗ = { 
2               : 𝐵𝑜 ≪ 1

 
2𝐵𝑜−1/2  : 𝐵𝑜 ≥ 1

 
(3) 

and 

𝑙𝑐
∗ ≈ { 

𝐵𝑜1/2     : 𝐵𝑜 ≪ 1
 

𝐵𝑜1/4     : 𝐵𝑜 ≥ 1

 
(4) 

which are consistent with the findings from comparable analytical [38] and experimental [24] 

studies. Although this numerical model has investigated the static behaviour of liquid marbles 

under various conditions and external forces, it does not consider the dynamic features such as 

floating, transport, coalescence and splitting. In addition, the approach is limited to 2-D scale 

while representing the core liquid as a mere quasi-circular particle layer. Thus, this work is yet 

to be further strengthened with more realistic 3-D modelling and better representation of the 

internal liquid to begin with. Such an advanced numerical approach can lead to a better 

understanding of the applicability and efficacy of liquid marbles in practical applications. To 

the best of authors’ knowledge, apart from these studies by Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [32, 40], 

no further numerical modelling has been reported on liquid marbles yet.  

2.3. Challenges in numerical modelling of liquid marbles 

One of the major challenges in simulating the realistic behaviour of liquid marbles is the broad 

range of spatial and temporal scales involved [41]. For example, the length scale may vary 

from nanometres (nm) for the size of the nano-particles used in the marble shell, to a few 

micrometres (µm) for the thickness of the overall marble shell, or even up to several hundreds 

of micrometres and millimetres (mm) for the total characteristic lengths of the marbles. This 
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broad length scale range is a substantial challenge for numerical and computational methods to 

be efficiently used in this context [42]. Different numerical approaches may therefore be 

required to be coupled together to account for the different components of a liquid marble as 

these components correspond to different spatiotemporal scales (e.g., Fig. 1).  

Broadly, numerical methods can be classified based on the spatial scale they solve for (e.g., 

microscopic, mesoscopic or macroscopic) and the fundamental numerical approach they rely 

on (i.e., grid-based or particle-based). According to this classification, the most common 

numerical methods are categorised based on either their discretisation method (grid-based or 

particle-based) or spatial scale (micro-, meso- and macro-), (Fig. 4). Grid-based methods are 

commonly used for macroscopic problems and involve methods such as Finite Volumes (FV), 

Finite Elements (FE) and Finite Differences (FD). These approaches, in general, tend to neglect 

the effects of individual particles or molecules while assuming a continuum, when solving for 

the governing equations such as Navier-Stokes equations. This characteristic allows them to be 

more computationally efficient as they do not model the smallest scales but only cover the 

largest, both in terms of space and time. These approaches are generally applicable to large 

industrial-scale applications. The details of the smaller scales, however, can be ignored. 

Consequently, the validity of the adopted governing equations becomes questionable at smaller 

scales making them unsuitable at the microscopic scale and beyond.  
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Fig. 4 Classification of existing numerical approaches based on the spatial scales they solve for and the discretisation method they rely on. 
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Although FE modelling has been used for RBC membranes [43], this approach requires high 

levels of mesh refinement and can become significantly less efficient for simulating solid-fluid 

interactions due to the drastically high demands on computational resources [44]. Due to these 

reasons, grid-based methods would not be further considered in the scope of this paper. 

As the scale decreases (i.e., macro to micro), the validity of the governing and constitutive 

equations used in the macroscopic models becomes questionable due to the continuum 

assumption. A range of atomistic approaches have been developed to overcome this issue, 

considering individual interactions of atoms and molecules. Popular atomistic approaches 

include the Monte Carlo (MC) method and Molecular Dynamics (MD), both of which have 

proven to accurately account for micro- and nanoscale interactions [45-47]. Despite the high 

level of accuracy and detailed nature obtained through MD, it has proven to be extremely 

expensive computationally, taking for example, two years of Graphics Processing Unit (GPU) 

computations to simulate 1.2 microseconds of 64 million atom trajectories for HIV-1 capsid 

[48]. Similar issues exist with the Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC) approaches. As 

such, both approaches cannot yet be deemed as suitable to model the morphological behaviour 

or the advanced applications of liquid marbles in a comprehensive manner. 

More suitable approaches are found in the domain of particle-based numerical methods, in 

particular at the macro- and meso- scales. No numerical model has yet been developed to model 

the 3-D morphological behaviour of liquid marbles nor the corresponding key applications as 

discussed in the Introduction section. Therefore, an overview of the suitable particle-based 

numerical modelling approaches is presented in the upcoming section (Section 3) of this paper. 

These methods have demonstrated significant capabilities in modelling comparable 

phenomena such as morphological characteristics of deformable soft matter, for instance, 

RBCs and plant cells. Mechanically, biological cells and liquid marbles can be considered as 

analogical soft matter due to the presence of an external membrane and internal fluids in their 

underlying structure. Table 1 lists the comparable components of RBCs, plant cells and liquid 

marbles in the context of numerical modelling. Accordingly, some modelling techniques that 

have been widely proven to be suitable for biological cells (e.g., RBCs or plant cells) can be 

deemed as generally suitable for liquid marbles, subject to relevant modifications. A 

comprehensive evaluation of such methods is carried out in the upcoming sections of this paper.   
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Table 1 Comparable components of RBCs, plant cells and liquid marbles in the context of numerical modelling  

RBC component Plant cell component Liquid marble component 

Internal fluid Cell fluid Core liquid 

RBC membrane Cell wall Marble shell 

3. Particle-based numerical modelling techniques for liquid marbles 

This section offers an overview of the potential particle-based numerical modelling approaches 

suitable for studying liquid marbles, their morphological behaviour and corresponding 

applications. In doing so, specific focus has been placed on the capabilities to numerically 

represent fundamental aspects such as fluid-fluid interactions, fluid-solid interactions, solid-

solid interactions and subsequent dynamics.  

3.1. Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH)-based approaches 

SPH is one of the most widely used meshfree particle methods (MPMs) [49]. In SPH, a given 

problem domain is represented through a set of particles which are not interconnected through 

a fixed grid. These particles carry the properties of the corresponding medium and interact with 

each other inside a range defined by a smoothing  kernel function [50, 51]. Each SPH particle 

represents a small local portion of the problem domain, while moving with the fluid volume 

[52]. Pressure of the fluid is derived through an equation of state using density. The effect of 

viscosity could be incorporated into the viscous flows through particle accelerations. 

Governing conservation equations such as Navier-Stokes equations are numerically discretised 

on particles and consequently, field properties such as density, velocity and acceleration are 

computed based on the influence domain of corresponding particles [49, 53]. Conservation of 

mass is naturally incorporated into SPH as it is a Lagrangian particle method. SPH particle 

schemes dynamically evolve in space as well as in time. Generally, it can better handle large 

deformations, multiphase phenomena and multiphysics associated with fluid mechanics 

compared to the classical grid-based approaches, which is an added advantage for modelling 

liquid marble phenomena [49, 54]. Further, SPH-based computational approaches have 

specifically demonstrated promise on modelling low-𝑅𝑒 phenomena [54, 55].  

Accordingly, the continuity and momentum equations are represented in SPH as, 
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d𝜌𝑖

d𝑡
=  ∑ 𝑚𝑗(𝝂𝑖 − 𝝂𝑗). ∇𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

 (5) 

d𝒗𝑖

d𝑡
=  − ∑ 𝑚𝑗 (

𝑃𝑖

𝜌𝑖
2 +

𝑃𝑗

𝜌𝑗
2) . ∇𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

+ ∑ 𝑚𝑗

𝑁

𝑗=1

𝑚𝑗(𝜇𝑖 + 𝜇𝑗)(𝒓𝑖 − 𝒓𝑗). ∇𝑖𝑊𝑖𝑗

𝜌𝑖𝜌𝑗|𝒓𝑖 − 𝒓𝑗|
2 . (𝝂𝑖 − 𝝂𝑗) + 𝒇 (6) 

where  is the density, µ the dynamic viscosity,  the velocity, P the pressure, f the external 

force acting on fluid. Also, i represents the particle of interest and j the surrounding particles. 

N is the total number of particles and m the mass of particles. 𝑊𝑖𝑗 is the smoothing function 

value, which is equal to 𝑊 (𝒓𝑖 − 𝒓𝑗, ℎ) , h being the smoothing length.  

Due to its robustness, SPH numerical framework can also be used for multiscale investigations 

[56] as well as for non-Newtonian fluid modelling [57, 58]. For example, it has shown the 

ability to be coupled with MD or Dissipative Particle Dynamics (DPD)[59] for multiscale 

applications especially in biophysics and biochemistry [49]. These capabilities make SPH-

based methods an attractive candidate to model liquid marbles. To further demonstrate this 

phenomenon, numerical modelling studies that have modelled comparable soft matter using 

SPH-based approaches will be discussed below.   

3.1.1. Numerical attempts to model comparable soft matter using SPH 

SPH has been used in combination with DEM and CG to model different types of biological 

soft matter such as plant cells. Van Liedekerke et al. [55, 60, 61] have employed a coupled 

SPH-DEM approach to numerically model plant cells and tissues. A further developed SPH-

DEM approach has been utilised to model 2-D drying and shrinkage characteristics of plant 

cells by Karunasena et al. [34, 62, 63]. In that work, cell fluid has been modelled with SPH, 

while Discrete Element Method (DEM) has been used to represent the cell wall. Based on an 

equivalent numerical framework, 3-D plant cell drying computational models have also been 

developed using either SPH-CG [64, 65] or SPH-DEM approaches [66]. In these studies, the 

cell fluid and cell wall have been modelled in a highly comparable manner to the core liquid 

and shell of a liquid marble, respectively.  

Furthermore, there are numerous efforts to numerically model mechanics of RBCs using SPH-

based approaches. Coupled with SPH, DEM has been extensively applied to model RBCs [37, 

67]. In these work, different sets of SPH particles represent both plasma and RBC, while DEM 

has been used to model the membrane. For instance, Wu and Feng [68] have used SPH to 

investigate the transit of healthy and infected RBCs in microchannels. In an equivalent 
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approach, Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [33, 69] have used a coupled SPH-DEM approach to 

predict the deformation of RBCs when flowing through narrow 3-D capillaries. RBC 

membrane has been discretised as a set of DEM particles connected through attractive and 

repulsive forces, while haemoglobin inside the RBC and the plasma has been modelled using 

SPH. In doing so, the membrane and the internal fluid of an RBC have been numerically 

modelled in a comparable manner to the respective components of a liquid marble. 

Accordingly, there is a strong possibility to use an SPH-DEM or SPH-CG approach to model 

liquid marbles, their 3-D morphological behaviour and advanced applications due to the 

similarities existing across comparable components of RBCs, plant cells and liquid marbles as 

given in Table 1. More details on this aspect is discussed in the Section 4 of this paper.  

3.1.2. Limitations of SPH-based approaches 

When modelling biological tissues consisting of large numbers of cells, the computational cost 

of either an SPH-DEM or SPH-CG approach significantly increases due to the fundamental 

nature of SPH computational framework. For instance, the computational resources required 

for the neighbour-particle-searching process in SPH calculations increase exponentially when 

the number of particles in the problem domain increases significantly. This is one of the critical 

issues when modelling large arrays of liquid marbles. However, GPU-based computing has 

been recently suggested as a potential technique to overcome this challenge [70-72]. Further, 

it can be numerically challenging to incorporate thermal fluctuations into an SPH-based 

computational framework. This is a crucial concern as the nanoparticles in the marble shell 

may require thermal effects to be determined, particularly for applications where they are 

guided by external force-fields such as magnetic or electric forces. For example, the activation 

of liquid marble coalescence or splitting [73]. Table 2 (a) summarises the strengths and 

limitations of SPH-based approaches in the context of liquid marble modelling. 

3.2. Coarse-Grained (CG)-based approaches 

Coarse-graining is the computational representation of a larger cluster of particles through a 

smaller number of particles while capturing the associated physical characteristics as accurately 

as possible [74-76]. The primary benefit of the CG technique is the significant reduction of 

computational cost, which will otherwise be impractical when numerically representing each 

particle of the corresponding cluster. The degree of coarse-graining has direct implications on 

the level of numerical discretisation and therefore affects the level of details represented, 

computational efficiency and, more importantly, accuracy. The strength of CG for studies 
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associated with liquid marbles has already been demonstrated through a couple of recent 

investigations by Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [32, 40] as previously discussed in Section 2.2. 

These numerical investigations are based on the 2-D application of CG concepts to predict the 

morphological behaviour of magnetic liquid marbles and their compression. Even though these 

studies have proven to be suitable for preliminary investigations of symmetric and 

homogeneous liquid marbles, in reality, liquid marbles can be asymmetric and heterogeneous. 

Comprehensive consideration of coating particles in the marble shell and the dynamics of the 

surrounding media (i.e., solid or fluid) are crucial for biomedical applications such as disease 

modelling, drug screening, targeted drug delivery, cell culturing and blood typing [4]. 

Therefore, a comprehensive 3-D numerical representation of liquid marbles would be desirable, 

and CG is an appropriate candidate as an efficient and accurate computational method to fulfil 

this requirement.  

From a numerical perspective, strong similarities can be observed between modelling liquid 

marbles and biological cells (e.g., Table 1). For example, a variety of studies has been reported 

in the literature where CG has been successfully employed to explore the mechanical, 

rheological and dynamic properties of RBCs under diverse circumstances [74, 75, 77-90]. The 

notable feature of these studies is the application of CG in different spatial scales. For example, 

Li and Lykotrafitis [74] have applied the CG technique at the molecular level, which is also 

known as coarse-grained molecular dynamics (CGMD), to model the RBC membrane by 

representing clusters of molecules that are located in the lipid bilayer and the cytoskeleton. A 

couple of the benefits of CGMD are the provision of high-level details and being suitable for 

investigating heterogeneous characteristics of different molecular structures at a reasonable 

computational cost. This approach, however, remains computationally expensive to be fully 

utilised for large-scale simulations of multiple liquid-marbles, unless used in a multiscale 

framework. In the coarse-grained particle method (CGPM), a meso-scale representation has 

been achieved through clustering several virtual particles together. This approach has been 

successfully employed for mesoscopic and macroscopic investigations of RBCs where the 

heterogeneous nature of the RBC membrane is satisfactorily approximated via its properties 

for length scales above a certain value [91-93]. For example, Fedosov et al. [94] have developed 

a CGPM approach to predict membrane mechanics of healthy and diseased RBCs undergoing 

mechanical deformations.  

Numerous investigations that employ CG in RBC research provide evidence that CG technique 

can be applied for advanced studies on liquid marbles. It can be deduced that CG is appropriate 
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to model liquid marble shell, where accurate representation of the coating-nanoparticle 

characteristics is necessary. For example, the systematic coarse-graining of a liquid marble 

shell can yield a model with a smaller number of representative particles compared to a finer 

more-detailed version. Therefore, the relationship between the particle spacing of the coarse-

grained (𝑙𝑐) and finer (𝑙𝑓) liquid marble surfaces can be represented as follows, considering the 

average increment of surface area per particle [77, 94]. 

𝑙𝑐 =  𝑙𝑓 √
𝑁𝑓 − 2

𝑁𝑐 − 2
 (7) 

where 𝑁𝑓 and 𝑁𝑐 are the number of representative particles on the finer and coarse-grained 

liquid marble surface, respectively. This relationship is an indicator of the area representation 

of each particle for the coarse-grained and finer liquid marble surfaces. Similarly, the remaining 

model coefficients need to be estimated at the intended level of coarse-graining such that the 

liquid marble characteristics can be accurately represented. Therefore, CG technique enables 

accurate and efficient prediction of liquid marble behaviour where surface properties (e.g., 

surface tension, wettability and deterioration of the marble shell) play a key role. Even though 

CGPM is a suitable candidate to explore surface phenomena in liquid marbles, CGPM alone is 

unable to incorporate the liquid phase into the research problem. Accordingly, CGPM needs to 

be coupled with another numerical method (i.e., SPH, Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM) or 

DPD) to represent phenomena in the fluid phase. Consequently, each individual study should 

carefully consider these effects and establish a critical trade-off to satisfy the objectives of the 

applications as later discussed in the Section 4 of this paper. Table 2 (b) summarises the 

strengths and limitations of CG-based approaches in the context of liquid marbles. 

3.3. Lattice Boltzmann Method (LBM)-based approaches 

LBM, a mesoscale approach based on the kinetic theory of gases, has proven to be an attractive 

alternative numerical method to solve the Navier-Stokes equations. In LBM, a distribution 

function, 𝑓, is used to describe the fluid flow that takes the following general form, 

𝑓α
ϕ(𝒙 + 𝛏αΔ𝑡, 𝑡 + Δ𝑡) = 𝑓α

ϕ(𝒙, 𝑡) + Ωα
ϕ(𝒙, 𝑡) + Ωα

𝑆,ϕ(𝒙, 𝑡) (8) 

where 𝑓𝛼
𝜙

: 𝛼 =  0, … , 𝑄 is the 𝛼th discrete lattice distribution of a lattice structure of size 𝑄 of 

each ϕ fluid species/component in 𝒙 is space and 𝑡 is time. The left-hand side term in Eq. 8, 

𝑓𝛼
𝜙(𝒙 + 𝝃𝛼Δ𝑡, 𝑡 + Δ𝑡), is the direct and exact advection of particles, commonly referred to as 
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the streaming step. This is one of the unique qualities of the LBM approach that ensures zero 

‘numerical’-diffusion, a clear advantage compared to fractional advection in finite solvers. The 

first collision operator, Ω𝛼
𝜙

, allows for hydrodynamics to be simulated, and its most basic form 

is given by single-relaxation-time, 

Ωα
ϕ(𝒙, 𝑡) = −

Δ𝑡

𝜏𝜙
[𝑓𝛼

𝜙(𝒙, 𝑡) − 𝑓α
𝜙,𝑒𝑞(𝒙, 𝑡)] (9) 

where the relaxation 𝜏𝜙 based on kinematic viscosity of the fluid, i.e., νϕ = 𝑐𝑠(τϕ − 1/2), 

with 𝑐𝑠 being the lattice specific sound speed. The second collision operator, Ω𝛼
𝑆,𝜙

, accounts 

for all relevant source terms to be coupled into the LBM collision operator (Eq. 8), e.g., 

interaction forces between the various fluid and solid phases, and is the basis of flexibility and 

adaptability of LBM for modelling complex fluids [95], such as liquid marbles.  

Unlike traditional methods, with the LBM mesoscopic approach, the Navier-Stokes equations 

are not discretised directly. The Lattice Boltzmann equations are instead discretised by a lattice 

structure set {𝑤α, 𝛏𝛼: α = 0, … ,Q}, with discrete lattice velocities 𝛏𝛼 and weights 𝑤α that can 

recover the equilibrium distribution function 𝑓α
𝑒𝑞

 at certain order of approximation of the 

Maxwell-Boltzmann equation. LBM has demonstrated its ability to go beyond the validity 

range of Navier-Stokes equations with higher-order Lattice Boltzmann models, consisting of 

higher-order expansions in conjunction with higher-order lattice structures [96]. LBM has 

become a popular approach for modelling microscale fluid dynamics thanks to its accuracy, 

adaptability [97] and flexibility to model complex flows [37, 95]. LBM computations are 

inherently parallel with high scalability. The reason behind this is two-fold: (a) the stream-

collide process and (b) hydrodynamic variables being obtained by simple summation of the 

discrete distribution function. As such, LBM can be directly implemented through GPUs [98] 

opening the opportunity to solve complex, large-scale simulations approaching the exascale 

(i.e., in the order of 1 × 1018 computing operations per second) [99].  

Moreover, multiscale approaches have been developed for modelling fluid flow, specifically 

using multiscale LBM [100, 101]. For example, LB-MD approach has been proposed to 

account for nano-scale roughness of microchannel walls [102]. Other multiscale approaches 

for fluid flow have also been developed to model oil and gas flow interactions with granular 

rocks from natural reservoirs [103]. While the accuracy of this multiscale LB-MD approach is 

high, the computational cost is also extremely high, which may limit its practical applicability 

for modelling arrays of liquid marbles. The success of LBM in a myriad of complex multi-
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physics applications is owed to its flexibility in incorporating source terms [95, 99]. The 

application of LBM for liquid marbles requires multiple physical aspects to be properly 

facilitated, namely to account for multiphase, multicomponent features and the marble shell 

(i.e., solid-phase phenomena), which are discussed in detail in the following subsections. 

3.3.1. Multiphase/Multicomponent LB methods 

LBM has seen significant success in a broad range of applications involving multiphase and 

multicomponent flows [104, 105] including specific problems related to chemical engineering 

[106]. In general, there are three LBM methods for simulating multiphase/multicomponent 

flows, namely the free energy model [107], colour-gradient model [108] and pseudopotential 

model [109]. Li et al. have presented a complete review of these LBM methods [110], while 

Krüger et al. have provided an insightful review of the free-energy and pseudopotential models 

[104]. 

Recent work has revealed promising results for single-phase and multi-phase binary non-ideal 

fluid mixtures [111, 112] using high-order LBM pseudopotential models. The advantage of 

using high-order LBM is that the higher-order lattice structure conforming to higher isotropy 

gradients in conjunction with higher-order expansions allows for higher-order moments of the 

distribution to be recovered, which allows for Galilean-invariant LB models. Furthermore, a 

high-order lattice structure with the pseudopotential method allows for controlled interactions 

at various Brillouin zones, known as multi-range pseudopotential [113]. This approach, for a 

high-order lattice structure that covers two Brillouin zones, has been successfully applied to 

study complex multiphase/multicomponent phenomena, most notably soft flowing crystals and 

emulsions [114, 115]. Furthermore, the complex droplet dynamics of coalescence on 

superhydrophobic surfaces have been studied using the pseudopotential [116] and the free-

energy models [117]. The use of these multiphase/multicomponent LBM models for studying 

complex fluid surface phenomena is covered in the following subsection. In summary, LBM 

for multiphase and multicomponent flows has already seen significant success in a myriad of 

engineering applications and allows for the investigation of various complex states of matter. 

3.3.2. LBM with Fluid-Structure Interaction 

LBM allows for various complex fluid-structure phenomena to be studied using  

multiphase/multicomponent models to account for fluid-structure interactions (FSI) [111, 118], 

including two-phase slip-flow over structured surfaces [119], geometrically patterned surfaces 

[120], and chemically patterned surfaces [121, 122]. In addition, the multi-range 
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pseudopotential approach reported by Falcucci et al. [113] allows for the study of stress-

induced cavitation [123]. Furthermore, using the free energy model, Sadullah  et al. and Panter 

et al. have recently been successful in studying the bidirectional droplet motion over surfaces 

with topographical gradients [124] and design optimization strategies for superomniphobic 

textured surfaces [125], respectively.  

Popular approaches to include FSI in LBM for deformable solids have been extensively 

covered by Krüger et al. [104], such as the bounce-back (BB) approach (standard BB and 

interpolated BB) and interpolation schemes. Since LBM is inherently a fluid-solver, simulating 

the dynamics of solid particles requires LBM to be coupled with another numerical approach 

to model the marble shell (i.e., dynamics of solid particles). Due to the symmetric square lattice 

requirement in LBM, interpolation between the lattice (i.e., Eulerian grid) and the solid 

particles, which reside as Lagrangian points, is required to account for FSI. The Immersed 

Boundary method (IBM) has been a prevalent and successful approach to achieve this coupling 

[104]. Hereinafter, LBM coupled with IBM is denoted by LB-IB, for convenience. LB-IB 

coupling has been used to model interactions of the continuous fluid phase in soft matter such 

as cells, for example, to model RBC flows, as already covered in the extensive review by Ye 

et al. [37]. For example, the Palabos Library is an open-source framework based on LB-IB that 

has been successfully employed to simulate cellular blood flow in 2-D and 3-D [126, 127]. 

However, 3-D LB-IB implementations for soft matter modelling are clearly lacking in the 

literature, mainly due to the computational cost associated with this approach.  

Compared to LB-IB, coupling LB-IB with DEM (LB-IB-DEM) can allow for the 

implementation of solid particles (marble shell) with physical properties (e.g., mass, 

temperature, and conductivity) [128, 129]. Here, the IB forcing terms are needed to track and 

couple the individual liquid marbles (i.e., DEM particles) to the fluid grid, i.e., FSI. LB-IB-

DEM has already been successfully applied mostly in multiphase flows where the carrier fluid 

has been modelled using LBM while DEM has been used to model solid particles flowing with 

the carrier fluid [130, 131]. For a liquid marble to be modelled via this approach, the surface 

tension effect must be incorporated through FSI directly, i.e., the coupling between LB, IB, 

DEM, and a multiphase/multicomponent model. More specifically, while DEM can allow for 

the implementation of solid particles and their physical properties, the chemical effects of the 

marble shell (e.g., a hydrophobic surface) need to be implemented with a different approach. 

The LB-IB-DEM approach could potentially account for these chemical surfaces by using, for 

example, the pseudopotential or free energy model, which, as mentioned previously, has 
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already seen success in modelling chemically patterned surfaces [118, 119]. Such an LB-IB-

DEM approach can potentially allow for modelling the rupture and coalescence of the marble 

shell under contact. 

3.3.3. Closing Remarks on LBM for Liquid Marbles 

LBM has all the right ingredients for complex flows, e.g., flexibility and efficiency, making it 

an attractive candidate for numerical modelling of liquid marbles. Ultimately, to simulate a 

liquid marble with an LBM approach require the addition of multiple numerical methodologies 

(or, at the very minimum, one additional method) to simulate the rupture and coalescence of 

the marble shell. Some of the potential avenues to achieve this have been discussed in the 

previous subsections. It should be noted that LBM can be coupled with virtually any other 

numerical method/model due to its flexible source term. Though LBM has the advantage of 

computational efficiency (the inherent locality and parallel scalability), a consequence of 

including the external methods (for the purpose of simulating liquid marbles) can be the partial-

loss of this feature due to either the nature of the computational framework of the external 

method and/or the coupling between various numerical methodologies. Having said that, 

developing parallel and efficient methods is possible. Strengths and limitations of using LBM-

based approaches to numerically model liquid marbles have been summarised in Table 2 (c). 

The upcoming Section 4 of this paper discusses the key applications of particle-based 

numerical modelling in the scope of liquid marbles and provides future perspectives. 

4. Perspectives of particle-based numerical modelling for liquid marbles and future 

applications 

4.1. Floating liquid marbles – transport and trapping 

Liquid marbles demonstrate the unique ability of stably floating on liquid surfaces and even 

moving across the free liquid surface with no leakage and low evaporation [30]. The non-

wetting behaviour and the lower friction provide floating liquid marbles a significant level of 

mobility [29] which opens up many interesting possibilities in areas such as drug delivery, gas-

sensing and pH-sensing [132]. Numerous factors in a floating liquid marble system can 

potentially be utilised to control the movement and trapping: e.g., career liquid properties, core 

liquid properties, coating particle properties, volume of the liquid marble, apparent surface area 

of the liquid marble and self-propulsion of a liquid marble through Marangoni effect [29] (Fig. 

5) .   
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Table 2 Strengths and limitations of different particle-based numerical methods in the context of liquid marble modelling 

Modelling method Strengths Limitations  

a) SPH-based 

approaches 

(Section 3.1) 

• Have already been used to model red-blood cells (RBCs) and plant 

cells which are numerically comparable soft matter to liquid marbles 

• Ability to model non-Newtonian fluid flows which could be 

advantageous for complex fluid-flow-related applications 

• Can be used for multiscale numerical investigations 

• Difficulties in handling thermal fluctuations 

• Limitations in modelling the dynamic behaviour encountered during coalescence  

• Exponentially increasing computational cost when the number of particles in the 

problem domain increases significantly 

b) CG-based 

approaches 

(Section 3.2) 

• CGMD 

o High level of detail 

o Reduced computational cost compared to a full Molecular 

Dynamics (MD) simulation 

o Ability to model surface tension and wettability 

characteristics of the marble shell 

o Ability to model the deterioration of the marble shell and 

coalescence process 

o Ability to accurately characterise the interactions between 

marble shell and core liquid 

• CGPM 

o Reduced computational cost compared to CGMD 

o Ability to model the whole marble 

• CGMD 

o Highly computationally expensive to be used for multiple liquid marbles 

unless used in a multiscale framework 

o Only a smaller section of a liquid marble could be modelled due to 

excessive computational cost 

• CGPM 

o Comparatively less amount of details of the problem domain could be 

modelled compared to CGMD 

o Needs to be coupled with another numerical method to incorporate liquid 

phase phenomena (e.g., SPH or LBM) 

 

c) LBM-based 

approaches 

(Section 3.3) 

• Ability to model complex single-phase binary fluid mixtures 

• Capacity to be extended from microscale to mesoscale through 

multiscale techniques 

• Computational efficiency due to inherent parallel processing abilities 

• Ability to be directly processed through GPUs 

• LB-IB-DEM can overcome the LB-IB limitation of not considering the 

marble shell 

• 3-D LB-IB-DEM models tend to be highly computationally expensive 

• Difficulty in modelling marble shell realistically 

• LB-IB-DEM has difficulties in accurately modelling thermal variation 

• Needs to be coupled with another numerical method to incorporate the dynamics of 

solid particles (i.e., marble shell), e.g., IB, DEM, or the combination of both IB-

DEM. 
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Fig. 5 Components of a floating liquid marble system 

The lifetime, robustness and mobility of a floating liquid marble have direct correlations with 

the surface tension of the career liquid [29]. However, these correlations have not yet been 

investigated in detail due to the limitations in experimental procedures. Particle-based 

numerical methods discussed in the Section 3 of this paper have significant potential to be 

employed through computational microfluidics to better understand such phenomena 

efficiently. According to the evidence discussed throughout Section 3, it can be deduced that 

coupled approaches such as SPH-CG, SPH-DEM or LB-IB-DEM could potentially be used to 

simulate different components of a floating liquid marble system. The potential numerical 

methods for simulating different floating-liquid-marble components are given in the Table 3 

below.  

Table 3 Potentially suitable numerical methods to simulate different components of a floating liquid marble 

system 

Component of a floating liquid 

marble system 

Potentially suitable numerical 

method  

Core liquid SPH or LBM 

Marble shell CG or DEM 

Carrier liquid SPH or LBM 

Multiphase (e.g., solid, liquid and gas) 

interactions (i.e., solid-fluid and fluid-

fluid)  

For SPH, Lennard-Jones (LJ) 

interactions [61]. For LBM, the 

pseudopotential model and the free 

energy model (Section 3.3.1) 

The predictions from numerical modelling could then be used to evaluate the effectiveness and 

efficiency of different experimental transport and trapping mechanisms for floating liquid 
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marbles. For instance, there is the possibility to assess different liquid marble propulsion 

methods through numerically representing the corresponding force-interactions such as 

thermally induced forces, magnetically induced forces and electrochemically induced forces in 

either a coupled SPH-CG or an LB-based computational approach. Such a study has the 

potential to save time and monetary resources compared to purely experimental approaches. In 

addition, the subsequent experimental outcomes could be utilised to further calibrate and 

strengthen the numerical simulations leading to increased accuracy of predictions. In other 

words, numerical modelling and experimental procedures could synergistically aid each other 

while producing effective and efficient technological advances in this sub-domain of 

engineering.  

4.2. Modelling effective surface tension of a liquid marble  

As discussed throughout this paper, surface tension is one of the most critical parameters (if 

not the most critical) of a liquid marble system that governs its overall behaviour. However, 

due to complex features, e.g., the presence of solid particles at the liquid-air interface, irregular 

particle distributions and heterogenous deformation, the variation of surface tension with other 

parameters has proven difficult to be determined accurately through experimental means. For 

instance, the relationship between the actual surface area and effective surface tension is 

difficult to be determined experimentally [20] although an enhanced understanding would be 

key to optimise the corresponding experimental procedures and subsequent applications. There 

are numerous variables in a liquid marble system that affect the surface tension: marble shell 

parameters (size, shape, particle distribution on the liquid marble surface, particle packing, 

interparticle forces between coating particles); capillary interactions; volume of the core liquid 

and apparent contact angle (Fig. 6). 

 

 

Fig. 6 Coating particle parameters influencing the effective surface tension of a liquid marble 
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Numerical modelling has the potential to address this gap in experimental studies. It can 

contribute to efficiently evaluate the influence of the aforementioned parameters on the surface 

tension of a liquid marble and its overall behaviour. Tartakovsky et al. [133, 134] have utilised 

an SPH-based numerical framework to effectively simulate surface tension in multiphase fluid 

flows that are affected by capillary interactions, contact angle and particle-particle interactions. 

Such an approach would have a significantly high relevance for liquid marbles. Furthermore, 

the particle-based SPH-DEM and SPH-CG plant cell modelling investigations by Van 

Liedekerke et al. [61], Karunasena et al. [34] and Rathnayaka et al. [64] have provided evidence 

that an equivalent numerical coupling could be adopted to evaluate the influence of the above 

parameters on the effective surface tension. Although these SPH-DEM and SPH-CG 

investigations did not specifically simulate surface tension with respect to plant cells, the 

underlying numerical framework clearly has the capability as demonstrated by multiphase flow 

study of Tartakovsky et al. [133, 134]. Another highlight of plant cell modelling is how it 

represents the influence of cell wall particles (membrane) and particle-particle interactions on 

the plant cell behaviour. An equivalent approach could potentially be adopted to simulate the 

effects of marble shell on critical liquid marble properties (e.g., surface tension and surface 

area). Establishing these relationships numerically would be able to address a critical gap in 

the current liquid marble experimental investigations while improving the efficacy of their real-

world engineering applications.  

In doing so, one of the possibilities is to calculate the surface tension forces acting on a liquid 

marble with the aid of the Young-Laplace equation, 

𝑝𝑠 = 𝜎 (
1

𝑟1
+

1

𝑟2
) (10) 

where 𝜎 is the surface tension and 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 the principal radii of curvatures of a liquid marble 

[40]. In 2-D liquid marble models, it can be assumed that 𝑟1 and 𝑟2 are identical. Subsequently, 

the Young-Laplace pressure (𝑝𝑠) acting on a liquid marble can be calculated as, 

𝑝𝑠 =  
𝜎

𝑟
 (11) 

where 𝑟 is the radius of curvature of the liquid marble. Accordingly, the surface tension force 

(𝑭𝒔) can be calculated as, 

𝑭𝒔 =  𝑝𝑠𝐴𝑝 (12) 

where 𝐴𝑝 is the equivalent area of a section of interest. 
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4.3. Coalescence of liquid marbles 

As previously stated in this paper, the coalescence and splitting processes of liquid marbles are 

still not well understood [7]. Further insights would be useful for applications such as chemical 

and biological microreactors or micromixers where two or more liquid marbles containing 

different reagents or ingredients coalesce [12, 31]. There are dynamics of the kinetic energy to 

surface energy conversion (or vice versa) involved in these processes. The coalescence of liquid 

marbles, schematically represented in Fig. 7, requires sophisticated numerical modelling 

features to represent merging of liquid marbles through remodelling of the marble shells and 

union of the core liquid.  

 

Fig. 7 Liquid marble coalescence (or splitting) process through merging and re-structuring of the core-liquid and 

marble shell components (or the reversal) 

Among the particle-based methods discussed in this paper, CG-based approaches have the 

potential to simulate marble-shell dynamics during its remodelling process with respect to 

either coalescence or splitting. Simultaneously, either SPH or LBM could potentially be used 

to model core-liquid mechanics. An advantage of using a meshfree-based approach such as 

SPH or LBM would be the convenience of simulating the collisions and subsequent momentum 

transfer with respect to the coalescence process while representing the low-Re fluid flow 

characteristics effectively. The effects of fluid viscosity and interfacial tension could be 

assessed through such an approach. Moreover, depending on the necessity to explore the details 
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at the molecular scale in parallel to the solid and fluid dynamics of a liquid marble, relevant 

MD simulations could be implemented and coupled with either SPH, LBM or CG numerical 

methods. One of the concerns of such an approach would be the increased computational-and-

time resource requirements to couple MD with either SPH, LBM or CG.  

A successful numerical simulation would have the potential to facilitate precise prediction of 

key characteristics of the coalescence process. For instance, the time required to unify 

individual marbles, which would be a critical parameter to enable appropriate reaction-and-

mixing rates [135]. In addition, it would be possible to approximate the subsequent 

morphological variations and micromechanical phenomena that are pivotal factors for the 

corresponding reactions and mixing processes [65]. Predictions from these modelling 

investigations could be used in the design of the actual liquid marble systems for coalescence. 

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such advanced numerical and computational analyses 

have not yet been reported in the scientific literature in the context of liquid marbles. 

4.4. Morphology of the marble shell  

The shell of a liquid marble is a combination of coating particles and pores that directly or 

indirectly prevents contact with the core liquid and the substrate (Fig. 8). The marble shell is a 

crucial component that determines the effective surface tension, robustness and elasticity of the 

overall liquid marble [136-138]. Different liquid marble applications exploit different 

properties of the marble shell such as its magnetic and electrical properties, thermal sensitivity, 

porosity and mechanical characteristics [20]. Accordingly, marble-shell morphology is a 

defining parameter for the overall liquid-marble behaviour. The marble-shell morphology has 

a mutual relationship with the behaviour of the core liquid as well as the carrying substrate. 

Despite the importance, only a few studies have so far been reported in the literature on 

morphological characteristics and structure of the marble shell [25, 139, 140]. These studies 

are mainly experimental whereas numerical modelling has the potential to address the critical 

phenomena related to the morphological behaviour of liquid marbles as given below. 
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Fig. 8 Representation of some of the morphological characteristics of the marble shell that are crucial for 

determining the overall behaviour of a liquid marble 

As discussed previously in this paper, surface tension of the core liquid is a crucial parameter 

that determines the overall performance of a liquid marble. Consequently, the morphological 

behaviour of the marble shell has a direct relationship with the core liquid surface tension. For 

instance, it has been found experimentally that the thickness and mass of a marble shell depends 

on the core liquid surface tension while giving rise to phenomena such as interfacial jamming, 

particle penetration and uneven coating particle distribution at the liquid-air interface [20]. A 

particle-based numerical approach can potentially be used to simulate these phenomena 

associated with the marble shell and the core liquid surface tension. 

As discussed in the Section 4.2 of this paper, there is a significant potential for the effective 

surface tension of a liquid marble to be accurately predicted through a particle-based numerical 

approach, e.g., SPH-CG, SPH-DEM or LB-IB-DEM. The morphological behaviour of the 

marble shell can also be coupled to the same numerical representation efficiently in an 

analogous manner to  the previously reported meshfree-based plant cell modelling studies [64, 

141]. In those studies, the details of the cell-membrane wrinkling (Fig. 8) and subsequent 

interrelationships with core liquid evaporations (i.e., for the cell fluid)  have been considered 

in detail. Such an approach also has the capability to simulate 3-D localised deformations of 

the marble shell. For example, surface wrinkling associated with applications such as floatation 

and coalescence. In addition, an SPH-CG approach can be used to simulate the surface area 

variation during different forms of manipulation along with the corresponding variations of 

surface tension, surface energy and kinetic energy, which are difficult parameters to be 

determined experimentally [35].  
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4.5. 3-D numerical modelling of liquid marbles 

A 2-D model has limitations to accurately solve a problem which is naturally 3-D. Although 

the preliminary 2-D work by Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [40] provides innovative insights into 

numerical modelling of liquid marbles, it is still necessary to expand such numerical efforts up 

to the more realistic 3-D scale to reap the maximum benefits. To the best of authors’ 

knowledge, there are no 3-D numerical modelling investigations of liquid marbles reported in 

the scientific literature so far. Nonetheless, there are ongoing efforts by the authors of this paper 

to develop a 3-D numerical model using a CG-based approach. Inspired by the fundamental 

CG-based 2-D numerical modelling work conducted by Polwaththe-Gallage et al. [40], these 

efforts aim to investigate the morphological behaviour of liquid marbles in detail. Fig. 9 

provides a preliminary visualisation of the current results from the ongoing computational 

studies. Even though this work is still ongoing and unpublished, it provides an indication 

towards the possibility of more realistic 3-D computational modelling to be implemented in 

the context of liquid marbles through a CG-based approach.   

 

Fig. 9 Preliminary results (unpublished) from currently ongoing 3-D liquid marble numerical modelling studies 

by the authors of this paper: (a) External view; (b) Cross sectional view 

5. Concluding remarks 

Although numerous experimental and analytical research investigations have been conducted 

for studying liquid marble characteristics, numerical modelling investigations in this scope are 

extremely limited. Numerical modelling approaches can be used to improve the understanding 

of the physical behaviour of liquid marbles, and to overcome the use of time- and cost-intensive 

experimental-only procedures. Numerical modelling approaches can also contribute to 

analysing the 3-D morphological behaviour and subsequent dynamics of liquid marbles with 
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increased convenience and accuracy. This could increase the effectiveness and efficiency of 

liquid marble experimental investigations with respect to a myriad of engineering applications.  

Advanced particle-based numerical modelling techniques such as Smoothed Particle 

Hydrodynamics (SPH)-based approaches, Coarse-Grained (CG)-based approaches, and Lattice 

Boltzmann Method (LBM)-based approaches exhibit promising capabilities to simulate 

complex and multiphase physics involved with liquid marbles. Moreover, SPH- and CG-based 

numerical approaches have already been applied to model physical phenomena relevant to 

either liquid marbles or soft matter that closely resemble liquid marbles. The most appropriate 

particle-based numerical method to be used for a given application would depend on a number 

of criteria: a) the time scale of the problem; b) the spatial scale of the problem; c) the specific 

components of the system to be modelled (e.g., core liquid, marble shell, carrying fluid, 

substrate etc.); d) the nature of the physical behaviours to be modelled (e.g., floating, 

coalescence, micromechanics etc.); and e) other problem-specific conditions. New knowledge 

derived through these numerical studies has the potential to inspire new experiments while 

leading to impactful discoveries in this contemporary domain of research.  
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